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Optional Accessories for OceanChef cookers Optional Accessories for OceanChef cookers   

Your new GN Espace OceanChef cooker is designed to use both standard and a 

wide range of Gastronorm sized containers, so that you can cook a wide choice of 

menus practically and safely. It is supplied ready to use with two level cooking as 

standard.  

Below we show you the most popular optional accessories chosen by GN Espace 

owners, to help you make even more of your OceanChef cooker.  

GN2/3 65mm deep stainless steel dish  

The extra deep full-width stainless steel dish is ideal for roasting meat, gratin or lasagne 

dishes.  The dish is versatile, easy-to-clean and will also accept the same wire grill pan trivet 

supplied with your cooker.                £39.00 inc VAT 

GN2/3 60mm deep Ceramic dish 

This deep full-width ceramic dish is the ideal oven-to-tableware solution.  Made from high 

quality vitreous stoneware it is suitable for freezing, cooking and serving, holding heat for 

30% longer.   Colour : red                  £42.00 inc VAT 

GN1/3 150mm deep dish with watertight lid 

Extra deep stainless steel container and lid is a perfect oven casserole dish. The 4.9 litre 

capacity dish hangs safely in the oven frame.  Ideal for lower temperature slow cooking up to 

200 ̊C, the watertight silicon seal avoids spillage in the oven.                    £108.00 inc VAT 

Two GN1/3 65mm deep stainless steel dishes 

These two extra deep half-width dishes sit neatly side-by-side in the oven.  They are ideal for 

bread baking or cooking smaller portions in the oven.                     £68.00 inc VAT (Pair) 

Two GN1/3 60mm deep Ceramic dishes 

These two extra deep half-width dishes sit neatly side-by-side in the oven.  They are ideal 

oven-to-tableware and are perfect for cooking and presenting smaller portions.   Made from 

high quality vitreous stoneware suitable for freezing, cooking and serving.   Colours : white, 

blue, red, yellow, black                              £62.00 inc VAT (Pair) 

Extra wire shelf 

The cooker is supplied with one wire shelf as standard. An extra wire shelf is available as an 

option.  It simply sits in the oven frame and is perfect for cooking frozen pizza or using your 

own ovenware.                          £42.00 inc VAT 

Extra oven shelf frame 

The cooker is supplied with two oven shelf frames as standard. An extra oven shelf frame is 

available as an option for those wishing to batch bake on three levels.        £42.00 inc VAT 

Prices shown include 20% UK value added tax.  These prices exclude standard delivery charge. 


